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Kovalam is noted for its pleasant nature appealing sense of tranquility with vibrant beach activities
prevailing in it. It is a renowned unique beach destination of the world loved by most of the nature
lover and holiday escapers including the honeymooners. The pristine beauty of the scintillating
coconut palm fringe beaches like on the shore gives an awesome look to the place. The site is most
popular for its peaceful heavenly like ambience of the striking beaches.

Kovalam is one among the top attractive tourist fascinating sites of Kerala. It is one of the favorite
ideal health entertaining spot of most of the tourist. One of the most fascinating site is its beaches
comprising of three semi-circulars shaped beaches that is the Lighthouse Beach, Hawa Beach and
Samudra Beach are the important beaches which draws the attention of millions of tourist every
year. The inlet palm fringe beaches of Kovalam are one of the main attractions among the places to
visit in Kovalam where thousands and millions rush for to relish mesmerizing time in it.

Beside the beaches there are interesting and fascinating places in and around Kovalam some of
which are Chowara, Vellayani Lake, Vizhinjam Village and Thiruvallom are quite alluring and   

Some of the top listed tourist attractions of Kovalam are highlighted below:

Trivandrum

It is a one of the popular tourist destination set on the seven hills. The town has a unique
topography of wonderful small hills edged by the Western Ghats and on the other edged bounded
by the Arabian Sea.  This picturesque land is the capital city of the state where you will find various
types of hilly resorts and hotels garlanding the heavenly like estate attracts horde of tourist visiting in
Kerala. This city is often known for its busy life of social and economic activities filled with trade and
commerce service. Thus the place is desired by most of the tourist traveler for accommodation as
the place facilitates various types of services according to their customs and likings for homely
feeling. 

Chowara

It is also one of the beautiful worth places to visit in Kovalam which is often popular for its charming
breathtaking Chowara Beach. It is an ideal site for sunbath and relaxation in the wide stretch of the
golden sand with perfect scenery of nature. Many visit this particular site for unwinding stress and
rejuvenating life. Thus it has become a top hunted holiday spot for all the people of both ages
irrespective of young and old. It is a worth visiting area that you should not miss out in your tour
cruise especially if you wish to experience the real miracles and touch of nature.

There are many more sites available in Kovalam beach land of Kerala. This beach destination is
noted for its mesmerizing stay in it. The delightful culinary and cuisines served in the hotels and
resorts allures many backwater tourist and beach tourist of the state to experience the yummy spice
seafood delicacies. Hotels in Kovalam are also famous for its ayurvedic massages and yoga
practices facilitates within the inn itself. Thus Kerala is benchmarked for its hospitality and amenities
found in it.
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Anoop TU - About Author:
Anoop is an eminent writer and travel enthusiast, here giving valuable information on Places to visit
in Kovalam, a Kovalam Deluxe Hotels, Hotels in Kovalam and a Kovalam Resorts. For more
information visit our site a www.kovalamhotelsresorts.com .
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